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From ancient traditions 
hózhóójí naat’áanii

1892 – Navajo Court of Indian Offenses - white man’s law based on punishment and adversarial confrontation 
instead of teaching, and healing of the persons and the relationships, as was the tradition.

1920 – 30s – New laws and processes – allowed the inclusion of tradition in property, commercial, inheritance, 
and other civil cases. Judges kept peacemaking alive.

1982 – 1992 – Peacemaker Court – created by Navajo judges in 1982. Only 10 cases in 10 years, then 1992 (103 
cases), 1993 (312 cases), 1994 (706 cases), 1995 (1036 cases)... But began to look more like mediation or assisted 
negotiation because of connection to the court.

2000 – Judicial Conference and Council leads Peacemaking back to hózhójí naat’aah, to traditional 
heroic, “dynamic life value engagement,”and teaching components. Change to Peacemaker Division, 
not “Court,” later became known as Peacemaker Program, and now is again more comprehensive, 
wholistic, like tradition, includes emphasis on teaching and learning, remembering the ways.



Navajo Nation
The Diné are 286,000, only 13% live off the reservation



White House Ruins
Canyon de Chelly



A hogan and good healthcare



Beautiful and harsh conditions









Chief Justice Robert Yazzie
Navajo Nation Supreme Court

(Ahé héé!)



Philmer Bluehouse
Medicine man and Peacemaker

(Ahé héé!)



Window Rock
Navajo Nation Supreme Court



Navajo peacmaking is not
ADR (alternative dispute resolution), 

it is ODR; 
original dispute resolution.

(Chief Justice Robert Yazzie)



K’é K’éi

K’é – respect, in a way that includes trust, compassion, cooperation, kindness, 
generosity, tranquility, and all the other positive values that create an intense, 
diffuse and longlasting solidarity between individuals and in the community.

K’éi – clanship, a special kind of K’é that binds together all humans through K’é.



Spider Rock and Spider Woman



A problem >>>  an unbalance in the universe

Hóóchx,o’ / anáhóót’i’ Chaos is caused by naayéé’ (monsters) that can 
overwhelm k’é. Monsters happen when there is a lack of balance, for example, Anger is good
to warn and prepare for war. Hunger teaches strength and fitness. But neither is good when it
overwhelms.

Nályééh what is given to repair the situation,

it can be given by both sides. It is not about

blame.

Hózhó Harmony



Peacemaking Participants

• Hózhóójí naat’áanii means wise planner, leader teacher, healer

• The troubled decision-makers, they will point the way when struggling with 
naayéé.’

• Atah naaldeehi: Family, friends, work colleagues, and others within “the circle of influence,” 
that want to help can participate. They are people that are affected by the naayéé, or they have
information about the situation hóóchx,o’ / anáhóót’i.’ They take part in the talking things out but 
do not make the final decision. Lawyers and policemen can attend but not in their professional 
capacity.

• Observers, they can attend but not participate. 
(from Plan of Operations in references)



Peacemaking Ceremony
Hózhójí naat’áah

• Always begins and ends with a prayer.

• Hózhóójí naat’áanii brings the people out of chaos into hózhó by 
reminding them of their stories and teachings that are shared values.

• Can “scold, persuade, plead, cajole, and educate everyone, using 
stories, to fully talk out their problems, in order to reach their mutual 
decision in order to reach their mutual decision for the good of the 
whole.” (from Plan of Operations in references)



“Differences” with mediation

*This is not ADR, it is original dispute resolution.

*The peacemaker is a teacher, a leader, a guide.

*The common law is the shared values.

*The people that can help restore harmony 
should participate

*Reparation is not about the economic aspect.

*Many times, both sides repair.

*The objective is to restore true healing and harmony.



What are the useful concepts 
from 

Peacemaking…

…for mediation off the reservation?

…when mediating with 
people of different cultures?



Billy Yellow sandpainting
picture by Earl Waggoner

www.earlwaggoner.com/billy-yellow/index.html
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Ahé héé !
(Thank you! Merci beaucoup!)

Walk in Beauty


